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PART - A

(Maximun marks : l0)

Marks

(5x2:10)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

Answer zmy fve of ttre following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

[. Draw the structlre of Power MOSFEI list any four advantages compared to BJT.

2. Describe the modes of operations of TRIAC.

3. Exlain a single phase half wave cirntrollecl rectifier wrth RL load.

4. Explain a series inverter circuit w.ith necessary cfcurts and waveforms.

5. Draw the block diagram of Off-Line UpS and explain.

6. Compare AC and DC drives.

7. Draw the ladder diagram for OUT = A. E + C, and explain. (5 x6:30)
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PART - C

(Maximwn marks : 60)

(Answer oze firll question from each rurit Each ful1 question carries 15 marks )

UNn-l

m (a) Explain RC tnggering medrod of SCR'

(b)ClassifymrnrnutationtechniquesusedwrthSCRandexplainnahrralcommutation.

On

(a) Explaur the structure of DIAC and draw the VI chapcteristics'

(b) Explarn the characteristics of IGBT with necessary diagrams'

UNII - II

Analyze the load waveforms in single phase mldpoint converter with RL toad'

explain how it ditrer from a circuit with R load'

Explain Jonek Chopper with circuit diagran'

On

(a) Explain a single phase dual converter with waveforms'

(tr) Explaur the worlang of a parallel inverto circuit'

UNrr - III

VII (a) Explain variatrle voltage variable frequorcy speed contol of induction motors'

O) Explain the principle of induction heatkrg list its disadvantages'

On

VIII (a) Explain the different ty'pes of resistance welding'

(b) Explain dielectic heating and list any fow applications'

Uurr - lV

D( (a) Draw the ladder diagram for a half subtractor circuit and explain'

(b) Explain the major finctional units in a PLC'
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X (a) Draw the laddq diagrams for the gates

(D AND (ii) oR (iii) Nor

(b) What are the advantages of PLC ?
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